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ABSTRACT

We present the results of ammonia observations towards 66 massive star forming regions
identified by the Red MSX source survey. We have used the Green Bank Telescope and the
K-band focal plane array to map the ammonia (NH3) (1,1) and (2,2) inversion emission at a
resolution of 30′′ in 8′ regions towards the positions of embedded massive star formation. We
have identified a total of 115 distinct clumps, approximately two-thirds of which are associ-
ated with an embedded massive young stellar object or compact H ii region, while the others
are classified as quiescent. There is a strong spatial correlation between the peak NH3 emis-
sion and the presence of embedded objects. We derive the spatial distribution of the kinetic
gas temperatures, line widths, and NH3 column densities from these maps, and by combin-
ing these data with dust emission maps we estimate clump masses, H2 column densities and
ammonia abundances. The clumps have typical masses of ∼1000 M⊙ and radii ∼0.5 pc, line
widths of ∼2 km s−1 and kinetic temperatures of ∼16-20 K. We find no significant difference
between the sizes and masses of the star forming and quiescent subsamples; however, the dis-
tribution maps reveal the presence of temperature and line width gradients peaking towards
the centre for the star forming clumps while the quiescent clumps show relatively uniform
temperatures and line widths throughout. Virial analysis suggests that the vast majority of
clumps are gravitationally bound and are likely to be in a state of global free fall in the ab-
sence of strong magnetic fields. The similarities between the properties of the two subsamples
suggest that the quiescent clumps are also likely to form massive stars in the future, and there-
fore provide a excellent opportunity to study the initial conditions of massive pre-stellar and
protostellar clumps.

Key words: Stars: formation – Stars: early-type – ISM: molecules – ISM: radio lines.

1 INTRODUCTION

Although massive stars (> 8 M⊙ and 103 L⊙) make up only a few
per cent of the stellar population, they play a central role in many
astrophysical processes. They have a profound impact on their lo-
cal environments through powerful outflows, strong stellar winds,

⋆ The full version of Tables 2, 3, 5 and 6 and Figs 1, 5 and 6 are only avail-
able in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
(130.79.125.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/MNRAS/.
† E-mail: jurquhart@mpifr-bonn.mpg.de (MPIfR)

copious amounts of optical/far-UV radiation, and chemical enrich-
ment. The energy and processed material returned to the ISM play
an important role in regulating star formation by changing the local
chemistry and through the propagation of strong shocks in the sur-
rounding molecular clouds. These feedback processes may be re-
sponsible for triggering subsequent generations of stars to form or
disrupting conditions necessary for star formation in nearby clouds
(Elmegreen 1998), ultimately governing the evolution of their host
galaxy (Kennicutt 2005).

Despite their importance, our understanding of the initial con-
ditions required and processes involved in the formation and early
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evolution of massive stars is still rather poor. There are a number
of reasons for this: massive stars are rare and relatively few are
located closer than a few kpc; they form almost exclusively in clus-
ters, making it hard to distinguish between the properties of the
cluster and individual members; and they evolve rapidly, reaching
the main sequence while still deeply embedded in their natal envi-
ronment, and consequently the earliest stages can only be probed at
far-infrared, (sub)millimetre and radio wavelengths. Previous stud-
ies have been limited to high angular resolution observations of
specific objects or larger low-resolution surveys which have tended
to focus on bright far-infrared and/or radio sources that are already
very luminous (> 103 L⊙; e.g., Wood & Churchwell 1989; Molinari
et al. 1996; Sridharan et al. 2002). These studies have identified a
large number of young massive stars; however, source confusion
in complex regions resulted in these samples being biased away
from the Galactic mid-plane where the majority of massive stars
are located (scale height ∼30 pc; Reed 2000). It is therefore unclear
whether these samples are a good representation of the global pop-
ulation of young massive stars.

The Red MSX Source (RMS; Lumsden et al. 2013) survey
has used a combination of MSX and 2MASS point source cata-
logues to identify an unprecedented sample of candidate embedded
massive young stars. A multi-wavelength campaign of follow-up
observations (Urquhart et al. 2007a; Mottram et al. 2007; Urquhart
et al. 2008, 2007b, 2009b,a, 2011; Cooper et al. 2013) has led to
the identification of a combination of ∼1300 massive young stellar
objects (MYSOs) and compact H ii regions (Lumsden et al. 2013).
This is the largest and most well-characterised sample yet com-
piled, and is an order of magnitude larger than previous catalogues.
In a recent study (Urquhart et al. 2014c), we investigated the bulk
properties of these massive star forming regions using the submil-
limetre dust emission traced by the ATLASGAL survey (870µm;
Schuller et al. 2009). We extracted clumps parameters by matching
the positions of the RMS catalogue with the ATLASGAL Com-
pact Source Catalogue (CSC; Contreras et al. 2013; Urquhart et al.
2014a). This study found strong correlations between the clump
mass and the bolometric luminosity of the embedded source, and
between clump mass and radius (partial-Spearman correlation co-
efficients rAB,C = 0.64 and 0.85, respectively; see Section 4.1 for
definition); however, the available continuum data was not suffi-
cient to investigate these correlations in detail.

In this paper we use a flux-limited sample of RMS sources
to investigate the properties of their natal clumps and the role that
environmental conditions play in the formation of massive stars.
We have mapped 66 massive star forming regions in the lowest
excitation ammonia inversion transitions (i.e., NH3 (J,K) = (1,1)
and (2,2)). These transitions are sensitive to cold (∼10-40 K; Ho &
Townes 1983; Mangum et al. 1992) and dense (>104 cm−3; Rohlfs
& Wilson 2004) gas and NH3 does not deplete from the gas phase at
high densities (<106 cm−3; Bergin & Langer 1997), which makes
them an excellent probe of the dense gas properties of these clumps
(Rydbeck et al. 1977; Ho & Townes 1983). Furthermore, the ratio
of the hyperfine components of the NH3 (1,1) can be used to esti-
mate the optical depth and relative populations of different levels,
which can be used to estimate the rotation and kinetic temperature
of the gas.

Ammonia is therefore one of the most useful high-density
molecular gas tracers, and has been widely used to study the proper-
ties of massive star forming regions. These studies have sampled a
range of evolutionary stages such as infrared dark clouds (IRDCs;
Pillai et al. 2006; Ragan et al. 2011; Chira et al. 2013), massive
submillimetre clumps (Dunham et al. 2011; Wienen et al. 2012)

and embedded mid-infrared bright sources (Urquhart et al. 2011;
hereafter Paper I). These have found that higher temperatures and
larger line widths tend to be associated with more evolved proto-
stars, which is generally attributed to increased feedback from the
embedded objects.

We used these observations to trace the temperature and den-
sity structure of these massive star forming environments and probe
the gas kinematics, which in turn provides an insight into the bulk
motion of the gas and level of turbulence, and through virial anal-
ysis, an estimate of the global stability of these clumps. These data
are combined with archival infrared and submillimetre data to in-
vestigate the relationship between the embedded MYSOs and com-
pact H ii regions and their natal clumps, and to evaluate the influ-
ence of the local environment on the structure and evolution of the
clumps.

The combined dataset is extremely rich and will form the
foundation for several studies. In this paper, the second in the se-
ries, we present the results of ammonia mapping observations and
a statistical analysis of the mean clump parameters. Subsequent pa-
pers will focus on the relationship between the larger scale environ-
ment and the dense clumps, the density and temperature structure of
the clumps, and detailed studies of more complicated regions. The
structure of the paper is as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe the obser-
vational set-up, data reduction and source extraction procedures, as
well as the spectral line analysis. In Sect. 3 we present an overview
of our results, derive physical properties for the clumps and com-
pare their distributions with respect to their embedded protostellar
content, and evaluate the impact of the external environment. We
investigate the correlation between different derived properties in
Sect. 4. We summarise our results and present our conclusions in
Sect. 5.

2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS

2.1 GBT K-band Mapping Observations

We have mapped 62 fields towards MYSOs and compact H ii re-
gions identified by the RMS survey. A further 4 fields were in-
cluded towards strong dust emission sources that are not associ-
ated with an RMS source to allow comparison between massive
star forming (MSF) clumps and relatively quiescent clumps. These
observations have been made using the K-Band Focal Plane Array
(KFPA) on the National Radio Astronomy Observatory’s1 Green
Bank Telescope (GBT). The observations were made in shared-
risk time shortly after the KFPA was commissioned between March
2011 and February 2012 (Project Id.: GBT10C21).

The fields were selected using the results of a programme of
targeted observations also made with the GBT towards ∼600 RMS
sources (Paper I). This previous study detected NH3 emission to-
wards approximately 80 per cent of the sources targeted. We have
selected bright sources that have good detections in both ammonia
transitions in order to provide the highest-sensitivity maps of the
various parameters (e.g., vLSR, line width, density and temperature)
and trace their spatial distribution across these star forming regions.
We chose to focus on sources located within the inner Galactic
plane (i.e., ℓ < 60◦ and |b| < 1◦) as this has been covered by a
number of other surveys and ensures the availability of a wealth of

1 The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National
Science Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by Associated
Universities, Inc.
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Figure 1. Examples of the integrated NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) emission maps obtained towards three fields are presented on the left and right panels, respectively.
The NH3 (1,1) emission is integrated over a velocity range of ∼50 km s−1 in order to include the main line and four hyperfine components and is centred on the
velocity of the central clump in each field. The NH3 (1,1) emission is integrated over a velocity range of 3 times the standard deviation of the Gaussian fit to
the peak profile. The greyscale and yellow contours show the distribution of the integrated emission. The positions of the MYSOs, H ii regions and MYSO/H ii
regions are indicated by blue crosses, red triangles and purple squares, respectively. The dashed red lines outline the regions we focus on in Figs. 6 and 9. The
contour levels start at 3σ and increase in steps set by a dynamically determined power-law (see text for details). The 3σ noise is given in the top left corner
and a linear scale bar shown in the upper right corner provides an indication of the physical sizes of the clumps. The angular resolution of the GBT beam at
this frequency is indicated by the blue hatched circle shown in the lower left corner of each map.
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Table 1. Observed field parameters.

Field Field RA Dec Map sensitivity Number vLSR Distance
id name (J2000) (J2000) (K km s−1) of clumps (km s−1) (kpc)
1 G010.300−00.143 18:08:54.88 −20:05:51.1 0.82 5 12.9 2.2
2 G010.315−00.251 18:09:20.89 −20:08:10.1 0.66 3 27.7 4.0
3 G010.472+00.033 18:08:36.89 −19:51:40.1 0.62 2 67.1 8.5
4 G010.648−00.342 18:10:22.41 −19:53:19.5 1.98 3 −5.0 4.9
5 G010.990−00.075 18:10:04.88 −19:27:37.4 0.54 1 29.7 3.7
6 G011.112−00.395 18:11:31.25 −19:30:29.1 0.64 3 −1.0 4.9
7 G011.501−01.482 18:16:21.87 −19:41:10.5 0.56 2 10.6 1.6
8 G011.902−00.135 18:12:09.88 −18:41:25.4 0.67 3 36.4 12.8
9 G011.924−00.613 18:13:58.89 −18:53:59.2 0.78 1 35.2 3.9

10 G012.432−01.111 18:16:51.25 −18:41:29.4 0.36 2 · · · 4.1
11 G012.887+00.494 18:11:50.25 −17:31:27.2 0.54 3 33.5 2.4
12 G013.197−00.122 18:14:43.63 −17:32:52.1 1.47 2 53.1 4.6
13 G013.330−00.034 18:14:40.26 −17:23:18.1 0.42 2 54.7 4.7
14 G013.656−00.595 18:17:23.25 −17:22:09.2 0.51 1 47.0 4.3
15 G013.873+00.282 18:14:35.63 −16:45:39.0 0.53 1 48.5 4.4
16 G014.330−00.639 18:18:53.25 −16:47:46.3 0.67 1 22.0 1.1
17 G014.433−00.697 18:19:18.26 −16:43:57.4 0.60 1 16.9 1.1
18 G014.608+00.019 18:17:01.10 −16:14:21.0 0.48 2 25.1 2.9
19 G016.711+01.318 18:16:25.27 −13:46:18.3 0.48 1 20.0 2.2
20 G016.804+00.817 18:18:25.26 −13:55:38.4 0.51 1 · · · 2.1
21 G016.927+00.961 18:18:08.28 −13:45:03.1 0.70 1 20.9 2.2
22 G017.451+00.813 18:19:41.65 −13:21:34.0 0.41 1 21.3 2.2
23 G017.636+00.156 18:22:26.27 −13:30:21.3 0.59 2 22.1 2.2
24 G018.301−00.387 18:25:41.27 −13:10:20.4 0.58 1 32.3 3.0
25 G018.461+00.001 18:24:35.27 −12:50:58.4 0.62 1 52.4 12.1
26 G018.606−00.071 18:25:07.64 −12:45:19.1 0.61 3 46.0 3.7
27 G018.662+00.030 18:24:52.00 −12:39:28.9 0.56 1 80.9 10.8
28 G018.846−00.558 18:27:21.06 −12:46:11.3 0.87 2 65.2 4.5
29 G019.078−00.285 18:26:48.28 −12:26:12.2 0.62 1 66.0 4.5
30 G019.756−00.130 18:27:32.00 −11:45:54.9 0.53 2 60.2 4.3
31 G019.885−00.535 18:29:14.64 −11:50:21.2 0.59 1 43.2 3.5
32 G019.923−00.258 18:28:19.00 −11:40:36.8 0.63 1 64.7 4.5
33 G020.747−00.074 18:29:12.64 −10:51:41.1 0.60 3 56.0 4.2

complementary data. It was not always possible to meet these two
criteria simultaneously and as a result a few fields were observed
outside this region.

The KFPA features seven 32′′ beams in a hexagonal array
with a central feed, with a nearest-neighbour spacing of 96′′. A
50 MHz spectral bandpass was used to observe both of the am-
monia (1,1) and (2,2) rotation inversion transitions simultaneously
(at ∼ 23.6945 and 23.7226 GHz, respectively). The ‘Daisy’ pat-
tern was used to map a region ∼8′ in diameter towards each target
source. The petal-shaped scan trajectories produce fully-sampled
maps within a radius of 3.′5 of map centre; beyond this point the in-
tegration time decreases, resulting in a decrease in signal-to-noise
(SNR) ratios towards the map edges. Maps were weighted by inte-
gration times during the data reduction in order to compensate for
this decrease.

Sky subtraction was accomplished via off-source observa-
tions, and a noise diode was used to calibrate fluxes to the T ∗A scale.
The zenith atmospheric opacity was determined using weather
models.2 Time series data from the seven individual receivers in
the array was processed through the GBT reduction pipeline.3 Sky
subtraction and calibration was performed by the pipeline, and spa-

2 http://www.gb.nrao.edu/˜rmaddale/Weather.
3 https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Kbandfpa/KfpaReduction/kfpaDataReduceGuide-11Dec01.pdf
see also Morgan et al. (2014).

tial image cubes were produced. The weather conditions were sta-
ble for all observations, and the typical pointing corrections were
found to be ∼4′′.

The reduced data cubes are approximately 8′ in diameter and
gridded using 6′′ pixels. All maps were smoothed spatially with
a 10′′ gaussian kernel, which results in a final image resolution
of ∼ 32′′ , while the velocity axis was smoothed using a top-hat
function to produce a resolution of ∼0.4 km s−1 channel−1. In a few
cases where the observed fields overlapped the adjacent maps were
mosaicked together using the wcsmosaic routine from the Starlink
Kappa suite to maximise the fully-sampled region.4 In Fig. 1 we
present a selection of integrated NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) emission maps
for 3 fields. The contour levels start at 3σ and increase in steps set
by a dynamically determined power-law of the form D = 3×Ni+2,
where D is the dynamic range of the submillimetre emission map
(defined as the peak brightness divided by the local r.m.s. noise), N
is the number of contours used (6 in this case), and i is the contour
power-law index. The lowest power-law index used was one, which
results in linearly spaced contours starting at 3σ and increasing in
steps of 3σ (see Thompson et al. 2006 for more details). The com-
plete set of maps are provided in Fig. A1. In Table 1 we give the
names, centre coordinates, the noise in the integrated maps of the

4 http://www.starlink.ac.uk/docs/sun95.htx/sun95.html
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Table 1. Continued.

Field Field RA Dec Map sensitivity Number vLSR Distance
id name (J2000) (J2000) (K km s−1) of clumps (km s−1) (kpc)
34 G021.373−00.241 18:30:59.63 −10:23:01.2 0.59 2 90.8 10.3
35 G022.350+00.070 18:31:42.64 −09:22:26.0 0.62 1 84.2 5.2
36 G022.414+00.315 18:30:56.99 −09:12:16.0 0.61 3 84.2 5.2
37 G023.708+00.172 18:33:52.99 −08:07:21.0 0.60 3 113.0 9.1
38 G024.183+00.120 18:34:57.01 −07:43:28.8 0.63 3 54.5 3.8
39 G025.649+01.047 18:34:21.36 −05:59:46.6 0.67 2 42.2 3.1
40 G025.716+00.046 18:38:03.36 −06:23:49.6 0.58 1 99.2 9.5
41 G025.815−00.168 18:39:00.35 −06:24:28.7 0.60 1 93.7 5.0
42 G027.269+00.147 18:40:33.35 −04:58:15.7 0.71 2 31.6 12.8
43 G028.199−00.049 18:42:58.00 −04:14:00.9 0.58 2 98.2 5.9
44 G028.293−00.377 18:44:18.35 −04:17:59.6 0.70 2 48.8 11.6
45 G028.337+00.113 18:42:38.35 −04:02:10.7 0.84 1 81.0 5.0
46 G029.596−00.615 18:47:32.34 −03:14:56.8 0.76 2 76.6 4.8
47 G030.877+00.056 18:47:29.35 −01:48:09.6 0.56 2 74.5 4.9
48 G031.271+00.061 18:48:11.35 −01:26:59.7 0.80 2 109.0 4.9
49 G031.406+00.299 18:47:35.35 −01:13:15.6 0.56 1 97.6 4.9
50 G032.052+00.068 18:49:35.35 −00:45:08.8 0.81 1 95.3 4.9
51 G033.397−00.001 18:52:17.35 +00:24:48.2 0.55 1 103.9 7.1
52 G033.913+00.109 18:52:50.35 +00:55:23.1 0.48 1 107.5 7.1
53 G034.407+00.231 18:53:18.35 +01:25:06.2 0.68 1 57.9 3.8
54 G035.196−00.744 18:58:12.99 +01:40:29.9 0.50 2 33.9 2.2
55 G035.463+00.140 18:55:33.35 +02:18:58.3 0.53 1 74.1 8.8
56 G037.554+00.201 18:59:09.99 +04:12:13.9 0.48 1 85.1 6.7
57 G043.180−00.520 19:12:09.36 +08:52:11.3 0.49 2 57.5 8.2
58 G043.306−00.213 19:11:17.36 +09:07:26.3 0.48 1 59.6 4.4
59 G045.462+00.049 19:14:24.36 +11:09:20.1 0.56 1 62.1 6.7
60 G048.989−00.301 19:22:26.36 +14:06:33.1 0.55 2 71.0 5.6
61 G052.204+00.724 19:25:00.27 +17:25:34.8 0.54 3 0.5 · · ·
62 G053.604+00.015 19:30:25.88 +18:19:06.5 0.52 2 25.3 1.9
63 G058.468+00.437 19:38:57.00 +22:46:32.1 0.53 2 36.4 4.4
64 G059.782+00.075 19:43:08.62 +23:44:18.9 0.50 1 22.3 2.2
65 G075.766+00.358 20:21:37.30 +37:26:20.9 0.54 2 · · · 1.4
66 G078.977+00.363 20:31:09.48 +40:03:30.3 0.49 1 · · · 1.4

observed fields along with the distance and velocities of the target
sources.

2.2 Source extraction and structure analyses

The emission maps reveal a mixture of isolated clumps with rather
simple elliptical distributions and a smaller number of more irreg-
ular multi-peaked morphologies that are likely to consist of two or
more distinct clumps. We have used the FellWalker source ex-
traction algorithm (Berry 2015) to identify clumps and determine
their properties in a consistent manner.5 This algorithm has been
applied to the integrated NH3 (1,1) emission maps as they have the
highest sensitivity and will most accurately trace the full extent of
the clumps.

We set a 3σ detection threshold and required that all sources
identified consist of more than 30 pixels in order to reject sources
with fewer pixels than the beam integral as these are likely to be
spurious detections. We also excluded clumps located towards the
edges of the fields as these tend to have lower SNRs, and it is likely
that the emission is not entirely captured in the maps leading to

5 FellWalker is part of the Starlink-CUPID soft-
ware suite and more details can be found here:
http://docs.jach.hawaii.edu/star/sun255.htx/sun255.html.

larger uncertainties. Multiple clumps are found in 35 of the 66 ob-
served fields (eleven fields have 3 clumps, and one has 5 clumps;
the number of clumps identified in each field is given in Table 1). In
the majority of cases, clumps found in the same field have similar
radial velocities (typically differing by less than a few km s−1) and
are therefore likely to be associated with the same giant molecu-
lar cloud (GMC) complex and can be assumed to be at a similar
distance. There are only two fields where the clumps are at signif-
icantly different velocities (G024.18+00.12 and G028.29−00.38).
We will discuss these two fields in more detail in Sect. 3.5.1. In
fields where two or more clumps are identified, we find that the
RMS source is nearly always associated with the brightest and most
prominent of the clumps identified.

In total, 115 clumps have been detected and these are identi-
fied by labels on the emission maps presented in Fig. 1 and their
parameters are given in Table 2. The source names are based on the
Galactic coordinates of the peak flux position, which are given in
Cols. 2 and 3. The source sizes describe an ellipse with semi-major
and semi-minor axis lengths and position angle; these are deter-
mined from the standard deviation of the pixel co-ordinate values
about the centroid position weighted by the pixel values (see CU-
PID manual for more details).

The ratio of the semi-major and semi-minor axes is used to
estimate the aspect ratio of each source, which in turn is used to
classify each clump into one of two groups: spheroidal and fila-
mentary structures. In Fig. 2 we present the cumulative distribution
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Table 2. The FellWalker source catalogue. The parameters given in this table have been obtained from the higher signal to noise NH3 (1,1) integrated
emission maps. The columns are as follows: (1) Field identification; (2) name derived from Galactic coordinates of the maximum intensity in the source; (3)-
(4) right ascension and declination in the J2000 coordinate system; (5)-(7) semi-major and semi-minor size and source position angle measured anti-clockwise
from Galactic north; (8) aspect ratio; (9) effective radius of source; (10)-(12) peak and integrated flux densities and their associated uncertainties; (13) signal
to noise ratio.

Field Clump RA Dec σmaj σmin PA Aspect θR NH3peak ∆ NH3peak NH3int SNR
Id. name (J2000) (J2000) (′′) (′′) (◦) ratio (′′) (K km s−1 beam−1) (K km s−1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
1 G010.283−00.118 18:08:54.88 −20:05:51.1 38 28 42 1.3 29.8 29.2 0.82 158.2 35.4
1 G010.288−00.166 18:08:54.88 −20:05:51.1 22 16 106 1.4 12.0 11.3 0.82 27.1 13.7
1 G010.296−00.148 18:08:54.88 −20:05:51.1 26 20 134 1.3 18.3 25.3 0.82 90.0 30.7
1 G010.323−00.165 18:08:54.88 −20:05:51.1 34 21 79 1.6 21.9 15.4 0.82 66.6 18.7
1 G010.346−00.148 18:08:54.88 −20:05:51.1 21 18 86 1.2 13.9 19.6 0.82 54.5 23.8
2 G010.300−00.271 18:09:20.89 −20:08:10.1 29 19 89 1.6 18.2 9.4 0.66 34.3 14.3
2 G010.322−00.229 18:09:20.89 −20:08:10.1 22 22 94 1.0 17.6 6.4 0.66 17.8 9.8
2 G010.322−00.257 18:09:20.89 −20:08:10.1 26 22 44 1.2 19.2 9.8 0.66 34.5 15.0
3 G010.440+00.003 18:08:36.89 −19:51:40.1 17 15 140 1.1 7.6 4.1 0.62 7.0 6.6
3 G010.474+00.028 18:08:36.89 −19:51:40.1 31 23 80 1.3 22.7 61.4 0.62 259.9 98.9

Notes: Only a small portion of the data is provided here, the full table is only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
(130.79.125.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/.
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Figure 2. Cumulative distribution function of the aspect ratio of all of the
clumps (i.e., σmaj/σmin).

of the aspect ratio for all of the clumps. This plot shows a break
at an aspect ratio of approximately 1.8 and we used this value to
distinguish between spheroids and filaments, with the former hav-
ing smaller aspect ratios. This results in 94 spheroidal and 21 fil-
amentary structures. The fraction of filaments identified is signifi-
cantly lower than has been found for several other high resolution
ammonia surveys (i.e., almost ubiquitous by Lu et al. 2014 at 3-
40′′ and over 50 per cent by Ragan et al. 2011 at 4 and 8′′ resolu-
tion). It is therefore expected that many of the spheroidally struc-
tured clumps will turn out to be filamentary at higher resolution,
but the sources classified as filamentary are unlikely to be affected
and so this may prove a useful distinction. We investigated the pos-
sibility that sources that were identified as filamentary were more
likely to be closer and thus more easily resolved. There was, how-
ever, no statistically significant difference between filamentary and
spheroidal subsample distances, indicating that filaments can have
a large range of size scales.

The clump position angle is given as anti-clockwise from
Galactic north. In Fig. 3 we show the difference between the clump
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Figure 3. Difference between the clump position angles and the Galactic
mid-plane. The bin size is 10◦ and the errors are estimated using Poisson
statistics.

position angles and the Galactic mid-plane. It is clear from this plot
that the clumps are preferentially aligned along the Galactic mid-
plane, suggesting that Galactic rotation, magnetic field, or Galac-
tic shear may be influencing their structure, although the last of
these is less likely (Dib et al. 2012). We find no correlation between
the clump orientation and the angular separation from the Galactic
mid-plane (i.e., |b|). Li et al. (2014) present evidence that the B-
field in cores is aligned with the local large-scale field in the diffuse
ISM and that the latter is in turn aligned with the Galactic plane.
The orientation of the elongation of the cores is then aligned either
parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the B-field. It therefore
seems likely that the preferred orientation of the clumps is due to
the influence of large scale magnetic fields, or that perhaps both are
influenced by Galactic kinematics.

The source sizes are only determined from pixels above the
detection threshold and are therefore likely to underestimate the
true source sizes. This can some times result in sizes that are
smaller than the FWHM of the telescope beam as the moment
method of determining sizes truncates the low-significance emis-
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Figure 4. Cumulative distribution function of the Y-factor of the clumps
(i.e., S ν(int)/S ν(peak)).

sion in the clump’s outer envelope (cf Rosolowsky et al. 2010 sect.
7.4). We estimate the angular radius (θR) from the geometric mean
of the deconvolved major and minor axes, multiplied by a factor η
that relates the r.m.s. size of the emission distribution of the source
to its angular radius (Eqn. 6 of Rosolowsky et al. 2010):

θR = η
!

(σ2
maj − σ

2
bm)(σ2

min − σ
2
bm)

"1/4
, (1)

where σbm is the r.m.s. size of the beam (i.e., σbm =

θFWHM/
√

8 ln 2 ≃ 13′′). Following Rosolowsky et al. (2010) we
adopt a value for η of 2.4 to estimate the effective radius of each
source. We are able to estimate the effective radius for all but eight
clumps: these eight have at least one of their axes smaller than the
beamwidth; however, all of these are relatively weak (SNR ∼8) and
it is likely that the observations do not trace the full extent of their
extended envelopes.

The peak flux is directly obtained from FellWalker; how-
ever, the integrated emission is the sum of all pixels above the
threshold and does not take account of the beam size. To obtain
a value for the total emission we have divided the derived flux by
the beam integral (i.e., 1.133×FWHM2 ≃ 32.2 pixels). In Fig. 4 we
present the cumulative distribution of the Y-factors: this is the ratio
of the integrated and peak fluxes and gives an estimate of how cen-
trally concentrated the structures are. The mean and median values
for this sample of clumps are 4.04 ± 0.19 and 3.56, respectively:
these are smaller than the values derived from the dust emission
(5.80± 0.11 and 4.66, Urquhart et al. 2014c), and are likely a result
of the larger beam used for these observations. However, this does
indicate that these clumps are centrally condensed.

2.3 Ammonia Spectral Line Analysis

We fit the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) spectra simultaneously using
pyspeckit6, which is a Python implementation of the method out-
lined by Rosolowsky et al. (2008). This method utilises a model
whose free parameters include the kinetic (Tkin) and excitation tem-
peratures (Tex), the optical depth (τ), FWHM line width (∆v), the
radial velocity of the clump (vLSR) and NH3 column density to fit

6 http://pyspeckit.bitbucket.org/html/sphinx/index.html
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Figure 5. Examples of the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) spectra taken towards
the position of the peak emission of the three clumps identified in the
G010.315−00.251 field. The NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) lines are shown as blue
and green histograms, respectively, and the fits to these transitions are
shown in red.

the 18 individual (1,1) and 21 (2,2) magnetic hyperfine transitions.
The satellite lines of the weaker (2,2) transition are not detectable in
a large fraction of the pointings: simultaneous fitting of the two in-
version transitions allows an adequate solution to be obtained with
a sufficiently detectable (2,2) main line. This method has been used
in many recent studies (cf. Dunham et al. 2011; Battersby et al.
2014).

When using this algorithm we are implicitly assuming that the
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emission from the two transitions arises from the same spatial vol-
ume of gas that fills the beam (e.g., see figure 11 of Paper I), that
the excitation conditions are similar for all of the hyperfine compo-
nents. Furthermore, the model assumes that the kinetic temperature
is much less than T0 = 41.5 K, the temperature associated with the
energy difference between the (2,2) and (1,1) inversion transitions,
implying that only these first two states are significantly populated.
To avoid contaminating our results with many low signal-to-noise
pixels and anomalous values we restricted the fitting to pixels with
a SNR > 3σ.

The measured FWHM line width is a convolution of the in-
trinsic line width of the source (∆vint) and the velocity resolution of
the observations (i.e., spectrometer channel width). We remove the
contribution of the spectrometer by subtracting the channel width
(0.4 km s−1) from the measured line width in quadrature, i.e., :

∆vint =

#

$

∆v2
obs − 0.16

%

. (2)

where ∆vint and ∆vobs are the intrinsic and observed FWHM line
widths in km s−1. The peak ∆vint have mean and median values of
2.2 ± 0.1 and 2.1 km s−1, respectively. These values are similar to
those generally found towards massive star forming regions (e.g.,
Sridharan et al. 2002; Urquhart et al. 2011; Wienen et al. 2012)
but broader than found for infrared dark clouds (∼1.7 km s−1; Chira
et al. 2013).

The line width consists of a thermal and non-thermal compo-
nent. The thermal contribution to the line width can be estimated
by:

∆vth =

&

'

8 ln 2 kBTkin

mNH3

(

(3)

where 8 ln 2 is the conversion between velocity dispersion and
FWHM (i.e., 2.355), kB is the Boltzmann constant, and mNH3 is the
mass of an ammonia molecule. The measured line widths are sig-
nificantly broader than would be expected from purely thermally
driven motion (∆vth ∼0.22 km s−1 for gas temperatures of 20 K),
and indicate that there is a significant contribution from super-
sonic non-thermal components such as turbulent motions, infall,
outflows, rotation, shocks and/or magnetic fields (Arons & Max
1975; Mouschovias & Spitzer 1976). Unfortunately, these observa-
tions do not have the resolution to explore these mechanisms in de-
tail, but we are able to look at the global distribution of the thermal
and non-thermal motions and infer what impact these may have on
the other derived properties. We estimate the non-thermal velocity
using:

∆vnt =

&

'

∆v2
int −

8ln2kBTkin

mNH3

(

(4)

We have calculated values for the thermal and non-thermal
linewidths for all pixels above the 3σ detection level in the inte-
grated NH3 (1,1) emission maps and used these to create ratio maps
showing the contribution of these components to the gas pressure
ratio (Lada et al. 2003):

Rp =

'

∆v2
th

∆v2
nt

(

(5)

where ∆vth and ∆vnt are as previously defined. The pressure ratio
map is presented in the middle-right panel of Fig. 6.

2.4 Beam filling factor

Ammonia emission is often found to be extended with respect to the
beam; however, the excitation temperature of the inversion transi-
tion is commonly found to be significantly lower than the estimated
kinetic temperature of the gas, which suggests that the actual beam
filling factor is less than unity (Bff = Tex/Trot ∼ 0.1-0.3; Urquhart
et al. 2011; Pillai et al. 2006). There are two possible explanations
for this: 1) the observed emission is the superposition of a large
number of compact dense cores convolved with the telescope beam
(i.e., there is structure on scales smaller than the beam); and 2) the
gas is sub-thermally excited (i.e., non-LTE conditions). The latter
is considered less likely, however, as the densities are sufficiently
high (> 105 cm−3; Keto et al. 2015) for LTE between the dust and
gas.

The fitting algorithm calculates the kinetic and excitation tem-
peratures. We calculate the rotation temperature from the derived
kinetic temperature using the relationship (Walmsley & Ungerechts
1983)

Trot = Tkin/

)

1 + Tkin

T0
ln

*

1 + 0.6 exp (−15.7/Tkin)+
,

(6)

We have used these values to estimate the median and peak beam
filling factors for the whole sample.7 The peak filling factors are
similar to those derived in Paper I, although this study finds the
median values are significantly lower (∼0.1), which would indi-
cate that the more of the underlying substructure is concentrated
towards the centre of the clumps. At the median distance of the
sample, the beam size of ∼30′′ corresponds to a physical area of
∼0.4 pc2: this is several times larger than expected for a typical core
(r ∼ 0.1 pc (e.g., Motte et al. 2007) and it is therefore likely that the
observed clump structures consist of multiple dense cores. This is
consistent with recent higher-resolution studies made with the VLA
(e.g., Ragan et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2014; Battersby et al. 2014).

2.5 Ammonia column density and abundance

The ammonia column density is determined as a free parameter by
the fitting algorithm and uses the derived rotation temperature and
so has therefore already taken the beam filling factor into account.
Determination of the column density assumes that excitation con-
ditions are homogeneous and that all hyperfine lines have the same
excitation temperature. The peak NH3 column densities range be-
tween 2.2-72.4×1014 cm−2 with a median value of 11.2×1014 cm−2.
The column density in the outer envelope is significantly lower,
ranging between 2.2-19.1×1014 cm−2 with a median value of 7.2
×1014 cm−2. The peak values for the NH3 column density are con-
sistent with studies reported towards other massive star forming re-
gions and IRDCs that have been made at a similar resolution (e.g.,
Tafalla et al. 2004; Pillai et al. 2006; Dunham et al. 2011; Wienen
et al. 2012 and Morgan et al. 2014). Although taking the beam fill-
ing factor into account produces more reliable peak NH3 column
densities for the unresolved substructure, we note that when es-
timating the abundances using the dust emission it is in fact the
beam-averaged column density that is of interest; this is because no
correction is made for the substructure. The beam-averaged NH3
column density is therefore likely to be a factor of a few lower than

7 All peak measurements are taken toward the brightest NH3 emission seen
in the integrated maps presented in Fig 1, which is nearly always found
towards the centre of the clump.
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Figure 6.Distribution maps of the various parameters discussed in Section 2. In the upper left panel we present the integrated NH3 (1,1) emission map showing
the area outlined in red in Fig. 1. In the upper middle and right panels we show the distribution of peak velocity and FWHM line width. The middle panels
(left to right) show the kinetic temperature, ammonia column density, and gas pressure ratio (Rp; ratio of the squares of thermal and non-thermal line-widths),
while in the lower panels we present the dust emission, ammonia abundance and the three-colour IRAC image. The contours are the same in every map, and
trace the integrated NH3 (1,1) emission as described in Fig. 1. The magenta labels identify ammonia clumps identified by FellWalker, while the red triangles
and blue crosses identify the positions of MYSOs and compact H ii regions identified by the RMS survey. The angular resolution of the GBT beam at this
frequency is indicated by the blue hatched circle shown in the lower left corner of each map.

that determined by the algorithm. To compensate for this, we es-
timate the beam-averaged NH3 column density by multiplying the
maps by the corresponding pixel beam filling factors.

To estimate the NH3 abundance we compare the N(NH3) to
the total N(H2) obtained from maps of the submm dust emission ex-
tracted from the APEX Telescope Large Area Survey of the Galaxy
(ATLASGAL; Schuller et al. 2009) assuming a constant gas to
dust ratio. ATLASGAL has surveyed the inner parts of the Galac-
tic plane (300◦ < ℓ < 60◦ and |b| < 1.5◦) at 870µm (345 GHz)
where the dust emission is optically thin and is therefore an excel-
lent probe of column density and the total mass of the clumps. Dust
maps were extracted for all but two of the fields (G075.766+00.358
and G078.977+00.363 are located outside the ATLASGAL region).
A Gaussian kernel with a FWHM of 25.6′′ was used to smooth the
ATLASGAL maps to the same resolution as the GBT maps (i.e.,
-

.

322 − 19.22/ ).
We use the kinetic gas temperature (Tkin) derived from the

ammonia emission for each pixel and the corresponding pixel flux
from the ATLASGAL emission maps to create maps of the H2 col-
umn density via:

N(H2) =
S ν R

Bν(Tkin)Ω κν µmH
, (7)

where Ω is the beam solid angle, µ is the mean molecular weight
of the interstellar medium (we take µ = 2.8 assuming a 10% con-
tribution from helium; Kauffmann et al. 2008), mH is the mass of
the hydrogen atom, R is the gas-to-dust mass ratio (assumed to be
100) and κν is the dust absorption coefficient (taken as 1.85 cm2 g−1

derived by Schuller et al. 2009 by interpolating to 870µm from Ta-
ble 1, Col. 5 of Ossenkopf & Henning 1994). We are also assuming
that the kinetic temperature is roughly equivalent to the dust tem-
perature (i.e., Tkin = Tdust; e.g., Morgan et al. 2010 and Kon̈ig et al.
2015).
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Figure 7. Frequency distribution of the peak NH3 abundance relative to the
H2 within each clump obtained as in Sect. 2.5, for all clumps. The bin size
is 0.2 dex.

The H2 and beam-averaged NH3 column density maps have
then been combined to create maps showing variation in the am-
monia abundance across the clumps (i.e., N(NH3)/N(H2)). For the
abundance analysis we only include pixels where both the ammonia
and dust emission is over 5σ in order to minimise the uncertainty
in the maps (lower middle panel of Fig. 6). From these maps we es-
timate the fractional abundance in of the inner and outer envelopes
and find these to be similar. The peak abundances range between
0.5-10.3×10−8 with a median value of 2.5×10−8 (see Fig. 7 for the
distribution). These values are consistent with many of the studies
previously mentioned.

2.6 Uncertainties on the fitted parameters

FellWalker does not provide estimates of the uncertainties for the
position or size of the extracted sources: we estimate that these val-
ues are likely to be accurate to within a few arcsec and so errors are
relatively small given that most sources are well-resolved. The un-
certainty in the peak flux is determined from the standard deviation
of an emission-free region in each field, and is typically better than
10 per cent. We assume the uncertainty is similar for the integrated
flux values.

The uncertainties in the velocity, line-width, optical depth, ki-
netic and excitation temperatures and NH3 column density are es-
timated by the fitting algorithm and are all relatively small. Typ-
ical uncertainties in the velocity and line-width are better than
0.1 km s−1 and 0.3 K for kinetic and excitation temperatures, and
since the rotation temperature is derived directly from the kinetic
temperature it will have a similar uncertainty. The uncertainty for
the beam filling factor will be dominated by the uncertainty in the
excitation temperature, which is roughly about 5 per cent. Although
the uncertainty in the NH3 column density given by the code is
small it is dominated by the uncertainty in the peak flux measure-
ment, which as mentioned in the previous paragraph is ∼10 per cent
and we therefore adopt this value for the uncertainty for this param-
eter. Finally, we estimate the uncertainty in the abundance ratio to
be ∼20 per cent, which is a combination of the uncertainty in the
peak fluxes of the ATLASGAL survey (∼15 per cent; Schuller et al.
2009) and NH3 added in quadrature; however, this is a lower limit
as the dust models used to estimate the H2 column densities are not

well constrained and so the true uncertainty can be a factor of a few
times the abundance.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Detection statistics

We have detected a total of 115 clumps in the 66 fields observed as
part of this project. Integrated NH3 (1,1) maps of all of the observed
fields are presented in Fig A1 and all of the clump parameters de-
termined by FellWalker are given in Table 2. Example spectral
profiles for the two ammonia transitions are presented in Fig. 5 and
the fitted and derived parameters are given in Table 3.8

In Fig. 6 we present distribution maps of field G010.31−00.25
produced from the analysis described in the previous section. 31 of
the 115 clumps identified have peak integrated NH3 (1,1) emission
below a SNR value of 10, which is too low to allow detailed anal-
ysis of the spatial distribution of the various parameters derived,
particularly those that also rely on the detection of the (2,2) tran-
sition. The peak and median values for the derived properties for
these lower-SNR clumps are given in the results tables, although
we do not explicitly present the spatial distribution maps of these
low-SNR clumps or discuss them in detail. Distribution maps are
provided in Fig A6 of all 84 clumps with a SNR of 10 of more.

3.2 RMS associations

We have matched these clumps with the RMS catalogue to dis-
tinguish those associated with massive star formation from those
likely to be less active (quiescent). A match was made between a
clump and an RMS source if the RMS source was located within
clump boundaries as defined by the lowest contour shown in Fig. 1
(i.e., 3σ) and possessed a similar vLSR as the clump. In 21 cases,
multiple RMS sources have been associated with the same clump.
We find 71 clumps are associated with RMS sources while the star
formation is less evolved towards the remaining 44 clumps (ap-
proximately 40 per cent of the clumps identified); here we are mak-
ing the assumption that infrared faint/dark clumps are less evolved.
We therefore have a useful sample of relatively quiescent clumps
(i.e., not currently associated with an MYSO or H ii region) with
which to compare the results from our more evolved sample. We
also find there is no difference in the proportions of RMS sources
associated with spherical and filamentary clumps.

In Table 5 we present a list of RMS and clump associations,
the RMS classification, and the angular separation between the
peak emission position of the ammonia and the position of the em-
bedded H ii region or MYSO. In Fig. 8 we show the distribution of
angular separations between the embedded RMS sources and the
peak of the integrated NH3 (1,1) emission. This plot reveals a strong
positional correlation between the embedded massive stars and the
peak ammonia emission seen towards the centre of the clumps, with
the vast majority of embedded objects having offsets of less than
10′′. We find no significant difference in the separations between
the MYSOs and the H ii regions. The star formation is therefore
primarily taking place towards the centres of centrally condensed
clumps where the column densities are highest.

We note that the peak of the offset distribution is shifted from
zero, with the embedded sources typically found between 5-10′′
from the ammonia emission peak. This is larger than the nominal

8 A complete set of spectra are provide as online material, Fig A5.
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Table 3. Detected NH3 clump parameters. The columns are as follows: (1) field ID given in Table 1; (2) name derived from Galactic coordinates of the peak
emission of each clump; (3)-(4) radial velocity and the intrinsic FWHM line width; (5) optical depth of the transition; (6-8) excitation, rotation and kinetic
temperatures; (9) beam filling factor (Tex/Trot); (10-11) NH3 column density and abundance. For columns 4-8 and 10-11 the first value is measured towards
the emission peak while the value given in parentheses is the median value determined over the clump. In the final column (12) we include a flag to identify
sources where broad line-widths are seen towards the centre of clumps; a value of 1 or 2 indicate whether the emission profile appears to arise from a single
clump or multiple distinct clumps along the line of sight, respectively, and a value of 3 identifies sources that are associated with broad emission wings, which
are themselves indicative of outflow motions. Source names that are appended by a † identifies clumps with warmer surface temperatures and colder centres
(see Sect. 3.4 for details).

Field Clump vLSR ∆v τmain Tex Trot Tkin Bff log(N(NH3)) log(N(NH3)/N(H2)) Notes
id name (km s−1) (km s−1) (K) (K) (K) (cm−2) (cm−2)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
1 G010.283−00.118† 14.2 2.4 (2.5) 4.0 (3.4) 7.0 (4.4) 17.0 (17.1) 18.8 (18.9) 0.26 15.35 (15.10) −7.50 (−7.52)
1 G010.288−00.166† 12.2 1.8 (1.9) 3.9 (2.9) 4.8 (4.1) 15.7 (16.3) 17.1 (17.9) 0.25 15.05 (14.96) −7.45 (−7.35)
1 G010.296−00.148 13.6 4.2 (3.8) 1.3 (1.6) 7.6 (4.8) 21.2 (19.9) 24.6 (22.8) 0.24 15.22 (15.09) −7.71 (−7.51)
2 G010.300−00.271 29.1 4.8 (3.5) 2.3 (1.8) 3.9 (4.0) 15.7 (15.5) 17.1 (16.8) 0.26 15.18 (14.90) −7.35 (−7.32) 2
2 G010.322−00.229 32.8 1.9 (2.0) 3.8 (3.3) 3.9 (3.6) 14.9 (14.8) 16.1 (15.9) 0.24 14.98 (14.90) −7.46 (−7.33)
2 G010.322−00.257 32.8 2.8 (2.5) 2.8 (2.3) 4.3 (3.9) 16.7 (16.1) 18.4 (17.7) 0.24 15.08 (14.88) −7.66 (−7.40)
1 G010.323−00.165 12.6 1.7 (1.8) 3.2 (2.8) 6.2 (4.8) 18.3 (18.0) 20.6 (20.1) 0.27 15.08 (14.95) −7.73 (−7.67)
1 G010.346−00.148† 12.2 1.8 (2.0) 3.2 (2.7) 6.8 (5.3) 18.1 (18.9) 20.2 (21.3) 0.28 15.13 (15.01) −7.50 (−7.64)
3 G010.440+00.003† 67.3 3.7 (3.7) 1.9 (1.9) 3.6 (3.6) 14.9 (15.0) 16.1 (16.2) 0.24 14.94 (14.90) −7.53 (−7.54)
3 G010.474+00.028 67.2 5.8 (4.1) 5.6 (3.6) 5.5 (4.0) 21.5 (18.2) 25.1 (20.4) 0.22 15.84 (15.32) −7.75 (−7.25) 2

Notes: Only a small portion of the data is provided here, the full table is only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
(130.79.125.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/MNRAS/.

Table 4. Statistical properties for the whole sample.

Parameter Number Mean Standard Error Standard Deviation Median Min Max
Aspect ratio 115 1.52 0.04 0.39 1.44 1.02 3.56
Y-factor 115 4.04 0.19 2.01 3.56 1.25 12.08
Angular offset (′′) 88 21.9 1.6 14.6 18.5 0.4 71.7
Distance (kpc) 65 5.00 0.36 2.91 4.50 1.12 12.81
Radius (pc) 104 0.53 0.03 0.33 0.43 0.09 1.63
Tkin (Mean MSF) (K) 71 17.53 0.27 2.27 17.13 12.62 24.02
Tkin (Mean Quiescent) (K) 44 15.64 0.35 2.31 15.31 12.03 21.18
Tkin (Peak MSF) (K) 71 18.81 0.30 2.57 18.51 12.93 25.82
Tkin (Median MSF) (K) 71 17.56 0.26 2.21 17.23 12.82 23.92
FWHM line width (Mean) (km s−1) 115 2.08 0.07 0.77 2.02 0.36 4.58
FWHM line width (Mean MSF) (km s−1) 71 2.19 0.08 0.72 2.14 0.59 4.58
FWHM line width (Mean Quiescent) (km s−1) 44 1.90 0.13 0.84 1.85 0.36 4.18
Pressure ratio (Mean MSF) 71 0.013 0.001 0.012 0.010 0.002 0.092
Pressure ratio (Mean Quiescent) 44 0.019 0.003 0.019 0.014 0.002 0.113
Beam filling factor (Median) 115 0.28 0.01 0.07 0.27 0.21 0.78
Beam filling factor (Mean) 115 0.30 0.01 0.08 0.28 0.21 0.85
Beam filling factor (Peak) 115 0.34 0.01 0.11 0.31 0.22 1.00
N(NH3) (Mean RMS) (1014 cm−2) 71 15.35 1.21 10.19 13.66 2.90 69.49
N(NH3) (Mean Quiescent) (1014 cm−2) 44 10.85 0.95 6.32 9.63 2.29 31.70
N(NH3) (Median) (1014 cm−2) 115 14.88 0.02 0.18 14.90 14.43 15.32
N(NH3) (Peak) (1014 cm−2) 115 15.06 0.02 0.26 15.06 14.36 15.84
Abundance ratio (Mean) 110 −7.42 0.02 0.22 −7.41 −8.06 −6.77
Abundance ratio (Median) 110 −7.46 0.02 0.22 −7.45 −8.15 −6.73
Abundance ratio (Peak) 110 −7.58 0.02 0.23 −7.55 −8.32 −7.00
Log[Clump mass] (M⊙) 106 2.86 0.05 0.56 2.89 1.49 4.06
Log[Clump mass] MSF (M⊙) 64 3.04 0.07 0.55 3.01 1.49 4.06
Log[Clump mass] Quiescent (M⊙) 42 2.59 0.07 0.46 2.68 1.58 3.47
N(H2) (Peak) (cm−2) 110 22.14 0.03 0.31 22.10 21.51 23.01
N(H2) (Median) (cm−2) 110 21.75 0.02 0.19 21.75 21.09 22.16
Bolometric luminosity (L⊙) 85 4.67 3.92 4.89 4.22 2.52 5.60
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Table 5. RMS associations.

Field Clump RMS Offset Source
Id. name name (′′) type
1 G010.296−00.148 G010.3040−00.1466 28.6 Diffuse HII region
1 G010.323−00.165 G010.3208−00.1570A 32.6 HII region
1 G010.323−00.165 G010.3208−00.1570B 17.7 YSO
2 G010.322−00.229 G010.3207−00.2329 8.6 HII region
2 G010.322−00.257 G010.3204−00.2616 6.2 HII region
3 G010.440+00.003 G010.4413+00.0101 27.7 HII region
3 G010.474+00.028 G010.4616+00.0327 47.0 HII region
3 G010.474+00.028 G010.4718+00.0206 36.1 HII region
3 G010.474+00.028 G010.4718+00.0256 6.2 HII region
4 G010.625−00.339 G010.6291−00.3385 16.5 HII region

Notes: Only a small portion of the data is provided here, the full table is
only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to

cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.125.5) or via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/.
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Figure 8.Distribution of the surface density of sources with a given angular
separation between the peak emission from the clump and the nearest RMS
association. The bin size is 5′′.

pointing error (∼4′′) and is a little surprising given that a tighter
correlation between the embedded sources and the peak of the
dust emission has been previously observed (i.e., Urquhart et al.
2014b,a). A similar angular offset was recently reported by Morgan
et al. (2014) from a comparison of the dust and ammonia emission
peaks from clumps associated with the Perseus molecular cloud.
These authors suggested that these two tracers may be sensitive to
different conditions or structure in the clumps. In many cases the
ammonia emission is clearly much more extended than the dust
emission (e.g., G011.918−00.618 and G014.328−00.646), which
would support this hypothesis. Another possibility is that feedback
from the embedded massive stars is starting to alter the structure
and composition of their local environments, resulting in a shift in
position of the peak column density away from the massive stars
(Thompson et al. 2006).

Although the offset between the peak of the ammonia emis-
sion and the embedded source is significantly larger than that found
between the embedded source and the dust emission, the difference
is only a fraction of the GBT beam and so is relatively small. Fur-
thermore, although the angular offset is noticeable we will see in
Sect. 3.5 that the actual physical offset is less obvious once the dis-
tance to the source has been taken into account.

3.3 Mid-infrared imaging

To investigate the embedded protostellar population and evaluate
the influence of the local environment we have extracted mid-
infrared images from the GLIMPSE legacy survey (Benjamin et al.
2003; Churchwell et al. 2009). We combined the 3.5, 4.5 and 8µm
band images obtained with the IRAC instrument (Fazio et al. 2004)
to produce three-colour images of the mid-infrared environment.

These images are very sensitive to embedded objects such as
MYSOs and compact H ii regions, and provide a census of the
embedded stellar content of these clumps (see lower right panel
of Fig. 6). Extinction results in a greater reddening for the more
deeply-embedded objects in these three-colour images. As a result,
these images not only reveal the stellar content and their luminosity
but also provide hints to their evolutionary stage.

The 8µm band is sensitive to emission from polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons (PAHs) that are excited by UV-radiation from
embedded compact H ii regions as well as large nearby H ii regions,
and thus is an excellent tracer of the interaction regions between
ionized and molecular gas. The 4.5µm band includes excited H2
and CO transitions which are thought to trace shocked gas driven
by powerful molecular outflows. Excess emission seen in this band
is therefore considered a good tracer of massive star formation (e.g.,
Cyganowski et al. 2008, 2009). These images can therefore be use-
ful to understand some of the temperature and velocity structure
observed in the clumps with respect to the position of the embed-
ded MYSOs and H ii regions.

3.4 General properties of the sample

The statistics for the parameters derived in the previous section for
the whole sample are given in Table 4 along with bolometric lumi-
nosities taken from the RMS survey; where the median and peak
values are significantly different we provide both values.

Nearly all of the clumps are extended with respect to the beam
and have a relatively simple morphology with their emission distri-
bution being reasonably well described by an ellipse with aspect
ratio ∼1.5. The internal structures and dynamics of the gas of many
of the clumps, however, are complicated and hard to interpret. This
is made more difficult by the external environment that is heating
the surface layers of the clumps and affecting the kinematics. As
noted by Ragan et al. (2011), a single model is unlikely to account
for the large range of properties observed; however, in this section
we attempt to give an overview of the general properties of the
clumps and will endeavour to provide a more detailed discussion
of some of more interesting differences in later sections.

We find a correlation between the position angles of the
clumps and the Galactic plane, such that the semi-major axis of
the clumps are preferentially aligned parallel to the Galactic mid-
plane (see Fig. 3). Furthermore, examination of the velocity infor-
mation reveals typical velocity gradients of a couple of km s−1 and
these tend to also be aligned along the semi-major axis. There are
relatively few examples of clumps that show no sign of a velocity
gradient (e.g., G022.412+00.316).

We present in Fig. 9 the cumulative distribution plots compar-
ing the median and peak values for the kinetic temperature, FWHM
line width, and the gas pressure ratio (Rp) for the whole sample
and the MSF and quiescent subsamples. We use the peak and me-
dian values of these parameters to compare the conditions towards
the centres of the clumps with their outer envelopes, and refer to
these as ‘inner’ and ‘outer envelope’ values, respectively. In the
lower right corner of these plots we give the results of Kolmogorov-
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Figure 9. Left panels: Cumulative distribution plots comparing the mean values for the kinetic temperature, FWHM line width and pressure ratio for the
MSF and quiescent clumps (cyan and magenta curves, respectively). Middle and right panels: Cumulative distribution plots comparing the peak and median
values (shown in red and green, respectively) for the MSF and quiescent clumps for the same parameters. These allow us to identify any significant differences
between the internal and external structure of the clumps. The results of KS tests comparing the peak and median values is given in the lower right corner of
each plot. For these plots and the discussion in the text we only include sources with a SNR >10.

Smirnov (KS) tests, α, which is the probability of the two sam-
ples being drawn from the same population. In order to reject the
null hypothesis that any two distributions are drawn from the same
parent distribution with greater than 3σ confidence, the value of α
must be lower than 0.0013. In Fig. 10 we present the mid-infrared
image and temperature and line width distribution maps for a se-
lection of clumps to help illustrate some of the features discussed
in the following paragraphs.

Comparison of the MSF and quiescent distributions for these
three parameters reveals that the only significant difference be-
tween them is their kinetic temperatures, which are clearly higher
for the MSF clumps.

Inspection of the kinetic temperature and line width cumula-
tive distribution plots (Fig. 9) for the quiescent clumps indicates
that there is no significant difference between the inner and outer
envelopes of these sources. This is also seen in the example distri-
bution map presented in the upper panel of Fig. 10, where the qui-
escent clump displays a relatively flat distribution for these param-

eters. This is consistent with the interpretation that these clumps
are in a more homogeneous (‘pristine’) state prior to the onset of
star formation. The distributions of these two parameters are very
different for the MSF clumps where the internal temperatures and
line widths are clearly seen to be higher than in the outer envelope.

A temperature gradient is clearly seen in many of the distribu-
tion maps presented in Fig. 6, with the peaks often coincident with
the positions of the embedded infrared sources seen in the IRAC
images (see also Fig. 10). The peak temperatures are ∼20 K and
decrease to ∼12 K towards the edges of the clumps. This suggests
that feedback from the central object is having a significant impact
on the temperature and dynamics of the surrounding gas. The KS
test confirms that the temperature difference between the inner and
outer envelope is statistically significant. Furthermore, the temper-
ature distributions within the MSF clumps display sharper spatial
variation and more complex distribution patterns, which is possibly
evidence of feedback from the embedded massive stars.

Comparison of the temperature distribution maps reveals
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Figure 10. Three-colour mid-infrared images and distribution maps of the kinetic temperature and line width for a range of clump types. The contours are the
same in every map and trace the integrated NH3 (1,1) emission as described in Fig. 1 while the symbols used and labels are as described in Fig. 6. In the upper,
upper-middle, lower-middle and lower panels, respectively, we present examples of: a quiescent clump showing a relatively smooth temperature and velocity
distribution; an example of a clump associated with an RMS source that is coincident with a localised increase in both the line-width and temperature, which
is indicative of feedback from the embedded H ii region; a clump located in the edge of a H ii region, which is having an impact on the exposed side of the
clump; and a clump associated with MYSOs that is coincident with a localised enhancement of the line-widths, which may be linked to the molecular outflow.

a subsample of 34 clumps where the outer envelope is higher
than found towards the central region (e.g., G012.887+00.492,
G013.332−00.039 and G019.080−00.290; all of these are identi-
fied in Table 3). The majority of these (21) are members of the qui-
escent sample, but approximately one-third (13) are members of the
MSF sample. A negative temperature gradient is not unexpected for
the quiescent clumps because their exteriors are exposed to the in-

terstellar radiation field while their inner regions are shielded (e.g.,
Wang et al. 2008; Peretto et al. 2010), but is perhaps a little surpris-
ing for the MSF clumps. Examination of the mid-infrared images
reveals that many are located near the periphery of large H ii re-
gions where the strong radiation fields and expanding ionisation
fronts are clearly having an impact on their temperature and veloc-
ity structure (see lower middle panels of Fig. 10 for an example).
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Figure 11. Examples of NH3 spectra towards regions of high velocity dis-
persion. The upper, middle and lower panels present an example of single
component (40 per cent), multiple component (23 per cent) and wing com-
ponent (13 per cent) profiles, respectively. The NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) lines are
shown as blue and green histograms, respectively, and the fits to these tran-
sitions are shown in red.

The observed line widths are more complex than a simple ra-
dial profile expected from a single velocity component. There is
evidence of an increase in the line width towards the centres of ap-
proximately two-thirds of the clumps (a note in Table 3 identifies
these sources and provided an indication of their nature). In total,
54 clumps are associated with significantly higher velocity disper-
sions towards their centres with the majority being associated with

massive star formation (40). For the massive star forming clumps
the broadest line widths are not only coincident with the peak of
the integrated NH3 emission but also closely correlated with the
position of the embedded source. A KS test does not find a sig-
nificant difference betweeen the line widths of the inner and outer
envelopes of the MSF clumps. This may be due to the small sam-
ple size and because the line profiles can result from the blended
emission from multiple clumps and can include infall and outflow
motions, making the interpretation of the distribution maps difficult
in some cases.

Inspection of the line profiles reveals evidence for the pres-
ence of multiple components towards ∼23 per cent of the clumps
(19/82), with the emission profile seen toward ∼40 per cent appear-
ing to be consistent with a single source (34/82), while one source is
classified as ambiguous (G045.467+00.046). Eleven clumps show
evidence of line wings, which are usually indicative of the pres-
ence of molecular outflows. The remaining clumps (24 per cent of
the sample) show no significant increase in their line widths to-
wards the centre of the clumps. In Fig. 11 we show an example of
the three types of profiles discussed.

The problem of multiple components is a difficult one to deal
with as often the velocity components are blended and cannot be
separated in a reliable way. Caution should be exercised when in-
terpreting the line width, temperature and column density distribu-
tions in these cases, as these quantities have been derived from a
single fit to blended profile and therefore the peak values may be
a little less reliable, however, the mean values should not be sig-
nificantly affected. This is only likely to affect ∼20 per cent of the
sample and so is unlikely to impact the statistical results; however,
it is also possible that the emission seen towards other sources is
also the result of the blending of multiple components that cannot
be easily identified by eye. One interesting aspect of this is that
the star formation is often associated with the overlapping clump
regions, which brings up the intriguing idea that the two are some-
how related.

We find upon examination of the single component sources
that the broad line widths are often found to be at the apex of a
cone shape that extends to the edges of the clump, and in a smaller
number of cases this is mirrored in the opposite direction to pro-
duce an hourglass-shaped region of warmer and/or more turbu-
lent gas (e.g., G013.332−00.028 and G028.203−00.049). The line
profiles of these sources show no evidence of a deviation from a
smooth Gaussian at the central velocity and so there is no rea-
son to suspect that the spatial distribution could be due to over-
lapping clumps. The observed morphology is therefore sugges-
tive of the presence of a bipolar molecular outflow that is clear-
ing a cavity and injecting kinetic energy into the gas along its
path. In some cases this interpretation is supported by the presence
of emission wings seen in the NH3 emission. Six of the clumps
with detected emission wings have been recently been associated
with outflows identified by a JCMT CO (3-2) survey Maud et al.
2015; G013.661−00.595, G017.632+00.157, G028.203−00.049,
G028.285−00.355, G037.555+00.201 and G048.989−00.301).

We also find two examples of regions of significant increase in
the line width that are noticeably offset from their associated clump
centres. One example is the intersection of G011.108−00.394 and
G011.118−00.409, which shows a sharp rise that is coincident with
the associated H ii region (G011.1109−00.4001). The velocity dif-
ference between the two clumps is ∼1.6 km s−1 and so it is quite
feasible that the increased velocity dispersion could be the result of
the blending of these two clumps along the line of sight, however,
there is no evidence of two separate components in the spectra seen
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Figure 12. Examples of NH3 spectra towards regions of high velocity dis-
persion that are offset from the centre of their clumps but coincident with the
position of the embedded source. The NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) lines are shown
as blue and green histograms, respectively, and the fits to these transitions
are shown in red. The spectra presented in the lower panel reveals that the
larger line-width seen towards this source is likely due to the blending of
multiple components.

towards the H ii region and so this explanation cannot be confirmed
(see upper panel of Fig. 12).

A second example is found towards G011.918−00.616. In this
case the spectrum taken towards the centre of the clump shows a
single component with evidence of associated wings, indicative of
the presence of an outflow. However, the associated H ii region
(G011.9373−00.6165) is offset to the east and is coincident with the
peak of the velocity dispersion, and the spectrum taken at this posi-
tion does show evidence for multiple components (see lower panel
of Fig. 12). In these two cases the overlap between nearby clumps
and resulting increase in the velocity dispersion is not likely to sig-
nificantly affect the derived bulk properties of the clumps; however,
the values calculated towards these interface regions should be con-
sidered unreliable.

We find no significant variation in the pressure ratio across
the observed fields for the whole sample or either of the two sub-
samples, suggesting that the non-thermal motions are relatively ho-
mogeneous across the clumps. This implies that sources that have
regions of higher line-widths have coincident areas of higher tem-
peratures, which is in general what is observed in the spatial distri-
bution maps presented in Fig. 6. Ragan et al. (2011) studied similar

cores using combined data from VLA and GBT observations, and
found peak pressure ratios of ∼0.07. This is a factor of a few higher
than we find (∼0.02), suggesting that the contribution from the non-
thermal emission becomes less important on smaller core scales;
however, the pressure is still clearly dominated by non-thermal mo-
tions.

In Fig. 13 we present cumulative distribution plots compar-
ing the median and peak values for the beam filling factor, the NH3
column density, and fractional abundance of ammonia. We find that
there are no significant differences between the quiescent and MSF
clumps. However, we do see a difference between the inner and
outer envelopes of the MSF clumps for all three of these parame-
ters, which is confirmed to be statistically significant by the KS test.
Although there does appear to be a difference between the inner and
outer envelopes for the beam filling factor and column densities for
the quiescent clumps it falls short of 3σ confidence required for
these to be considered significant; however, the sample size is rela-
tively small and this may contribute.

The beam filling factor and the column density are each higher
towards the centres of the MSF sample, which is consistent with the
clumps having a centrally condensed structure. The positions of the
peak temperatures are roughly coincident with the highest column
density regions, but can often be a slightly offset (see Fig. 8).

The abundance distribution for the MSF clumps is quite dif-
ferent from that of the beam filling factor and the column density in
that it reveals that the abundance is significantly lower at the centre
of the clumps compared to the outer envelope. Similar lower abun-
dances have been found towards the centres of dense star forming
clumps by other studies (e.g., Morgan et al. 2014; Friesen et al.
2009). Inspection of the abundance maps reveals that the abun-
dance can be clearly seen to rise towards the edges of the clumps;
however, this may be the result of photoionisation or chemical frac-
tionation in the outer regions of the clumps where the exposure to
uv-radiation is expected to be higher. We do not see any difference
in the abundance distribution for the quiescent clumps, however,
which could suggest that photoionisation or fractionation are not
major factors and that other processes may be responsible. For ex-
ample, depletion in the high-density central region is possible, but
not likely given the temperatures measure. Higher optical depths
toward the centres, however, would lead to an underestimate of the
temperature leading to an overestimate of the H2 column density in
those locales.

In summary, the whole sample appears to consist of roughly
spherical centrally-condensed structures with line widths of
∼2 km s−1 and kinetic temperatures of ∼20 K. The MSF clumps
tend to be slightly warmer, have marginally broader line widths,
higher column densities and a steeper column density gradient
when compared to the quiescent clumps. These differences are con-
sistent with those expected from the presence of an embedded ther-
mal source. It is therefore no surprise that the associated RMS
sources are found towards the centre of their host clumps where
the gravitational potential well is deepest. However, it is also note-
worthy that many of the properties of the quiescent clumps are very
similar to those of the MSF clumps and may be examples of mas-
sive pre-stellar clumps. A more detailed examination of the mid-
infrared images reveals the presence of embedded protostellar ob-
jects that are associated with quiescent clumps. We conclude from
this that although the quiescent clumps are not yet associated with
a MYSO or compact H ii region, they may not be devoid of star for-
mation activity altogether; but any star formation present is either
lower-mass or in a younger evolutionary phase.
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Figure 13. Left panels: Cumulative distribution plots comparing the mean values for the beam filling factor, NH3 column density and NH3/H2 abundance ratio
for the MSF and quiescent clumps (cyan and magenta curves, respectively). Middle and right panels: Cumulative distribution plots comparing the peak and
median values (shown in red and green, respectively) for the MSF and quiescent clumps for the same parameters. These allow us to identify any significant
differences between the internal and external structure of the clumps. The results of KS tests comparing the peak and median values is given in the lower right
corner of each plot. For these plots and the discussion in the text we only include sources with a SNR >10.

3.5 Deriving physical properties

In this subsection we will describe the methods used to deter-
mine some key physical values such as the masses and sizes of
the clumps and the bolometric luminosity of the embedded objects.
The results of this analysis are given in Table 6.

3.5.1 Distances, physical offsets and clump radii

The majority of source distances have been drawn from Urquhart
et al. (2014b) and references therein. A few have been modified
from those given in that paper as more reliable distances have re-
cently become available. These changes only affect the following
three fields.

G052.20+00.72 and G011.11−00.40 have velocities close to
zero and so their distances are unreliable; however, G011.11−00.40
is very close to the W31 complex and has a similar velocity and
so we have adopted the distance to this complex for this field

(4.95 kpc; Sanna et al. 2014). The G018.61−00.07 field has been
previously placed at the far distance due to a lack of any evidence
of self-absorption seen in H i at the same velocity as the source,
which is generally expected for sources located at the near distance
(Wienen et al. 2015). This source is, however, associated with a
prominent infrared dark cloud complex and is therefore more likely
to be located at its kinematic near distance of 3.6 kpc. We do not al-
locate a distance for sources located in the G052.20+00.72 field as
their kinematic distance is not reliable and there is no association
that can be used.

We reported in Sect. 2.2 that two fields include multi-
ple sources that have significantly different velocities: these are
G024.18+00.12 and G028.29−00.38. The G024.18+00.12 field
has two clumps (G024.143+00.129 and G024.161+00.085) with
a vLSR ∼ 53 km s−1 and a third clump with a vLSR of 113.5 km s−1

(G024.183+00.122). The first of these clumps is associated with the
RMS source G024.1328+00.1213 and we have therefore adopted
the RMS distance of 3.8 kpc to both clumps with velocities ∼
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Table 6. Derived clump parameters. The bolometric luminosity given is the sum of all RMS sources embedded in each clump.

Field id. Clump RMS Distance Radius Log[Peak N(H2)] Log[Mclump] Log[Mvir] Log[Lbol]
id. name Association (kpc) (kpc) (pc) (cm−2) (M⊙) (L⊙)

1 G010.283−00.118 no 2.2 0.32 1.35 2.7 2.62 · · ·
1 G010.288−00.166 no 2.0 0.11 1.34 1.8 1.97 · · ·
1 G010.296−00.148 yes 2.4 0.21 1.35 2.6 2.67 4.22
2 G010.300−00.271 no 4.0 0.35 1.34 2.5 2.83 · · ·
2 G010.322−00.229 yes 4.0 0.34 1.34 2.3 2.32 3.62
2 G010.322−00.257 yes 4.0 0.37 1.35 2.6 2.60 3.73
1 G010.323−00.165 yes 3.5 0.38 1.35 2.9 2.43 4.58
1 G010.346−00.148 no 3.5 0.24 1.35 2.8 2.29 · · ·
3 G010.440+00.003 yes 8.5 0.31 1.34 2.9 2.91 4.39
3 G010.474+00.028 yes 8.6 0.94 1.36 4.1 3.49 5.58

Notes: Only a small portion of the data is provided here, the full table is available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
(130.79.125.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/MNRAS/.

53 km s−1. The third clump in this field is associated with the
RMS source G024.1838+00.1198 and we have adopted this dis-
tance for the clump (9 kpc). The second field contains two clumps,
G028.315−00.397 and G028.285−00.355 with radial velocities of
85.4 and 48.8 km s−1, respectively. The first clump is not associ-
ated with an RMS source and so no distance is assigned, while
the second is associated with the RMS source G028.2875−00.3639
and we have adopted the distance to that source for that clump
(11.6 kpc).

In the upper panel of Fig. 14 we show the distance distribution
of the sources observed. In the lower panel of Fig. 14 we show the
projected physical offset between the peak of the integrated NH3
emission and embedded objects, which clearly shows the two are
tightly correlated with each other. These distances have been com-
bined with the effective radii determined in Sect. 2.2 to determine
the physical sizes of the clumps. Fig. 15 shows the size distribution
of the sample for the resolved clumps. The angular resolution of
these observations corresponds to a physical diameter of ∼0.7 pc
at the median distance of the sample (4.5 kpc) and are therefore
probing the more global properties of the host clumps. The median
diameter is ∼0.8 pc and we find no significant difference between
the RMS associated clumps and the quiescent subsamples (KS test
finds α = 0.08). The rather narrow distribution of distances means
that these observations are probing similar spatial scales and NH3
abundances, and therefore minimising the uncertainties associated
with comparing large samples.

3.5.2 Column densities and clump masses

The large variations in the ammonia abundance across the clumps
and from source-to-source found in Sect. 2.5 suggests that the
ammonia-derived clumps masses are not reliable. We therefore use
the submillimetre dust emission to estimate the total clump masses,
which is regarded as one of the most reliable tracer of column den-
sity and mass (Schuller et al. 2009).

The H2 column density maps were produced by smoothing
dust emission maps and using the kinetic temperature derived from
the ammonia data assuming that the gases are coupled and that
Tkin = Tdust (see Sect. 2.5 for more details). The column densities
range from ∼3-100 × 1021 cm−2 and the peak of the distribution is
∼16×1021 cm−2. The distributions of the whole sample as well as
the MSF and quiescent subsamples are shown in the upper panel of
Fig. 16. It is clear from comparison of the two subsamples that the
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Figure 14. Heliocentric distance distribution for the observed fields is
shown in the upper panel and the projected physical separation between
NH3 peak and RMS source is shown in the lower panel. The distribution
has been truncated at offset >2 pc, however, only 9 matches have larger off-
sets. The bin sizes used for the upper and lower panels are 1 kpc and 0.1 pc,
respectively.
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Figure 15. Radius distribution for the complete set of resolved clumps for
which a distance has been determined. This sample consists of 104 sources.
The bin size is 0.1 kpc.

quiescent clumps have a significantly lower column density than
the MSF clumps; this is confirmed by a KS test (α = 10−5).

We estimate the total mass of the clumps by integrating the
mass contained within each pixel:

M =
d2 S ν R
Bν(Tkin) κν

, (8)

where S ν is the integrated 870µm flux per pixel, d is the helio-
centric distance to the source and R, Bν, and κν are as previously
defined. As before, the Tkin is the temperature of each pixel as de-
rived from the ammonia analysis.

In these calculations we have assumed that all of the measured
flux arises from thermal dust emission, that the emission is opti-
cally thin, and that molecular line emission and/or free-free emis-
sion from embedded ionised nebulae is likely to be small and in the
majority of cases will be negligible (Schuller et al. 2009). We also
assume that the dust and gas are in local thermodynamical equilib-
rium (LTE) and that the kinetic temperature is a reliable measure of
the gas temperature.

Clump mass distributions are shown in the lower panel of
Fig. 16. The clump masses of the complete sample range from a
few tens of M⊙ to 104 M⊙ with a mean and median value of ap-
proximately 1000 M⊙, which matches the peak of the distribution.
The RMS-associated and quiescent clumps appear to be different,
and their mean values differ by almost a factor of ∼3 (1100±200 M⊙
and 400±70 M⊙, respectively). A KS test is unable to reject the null
hypothesis that the two subsamples are drawn from the same popu-
lation at more than the required 3σ confidence (α = 0.0015), how-
ever, it only just fails this criterion may be satisfied if the sample
size was larger.

3.5.3 Virial masses

The viral mass is an estimate of the bulk kinetic energy of the clump
and can be calculated via
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Figure 16. Peak column density and clump mass distributions for the com-
plete set of clumps for which a distance has been determined are shown in
the upper and lower panels, respectively. This sample consists of the 106
clumps for which distances are available. The distributions of the MSF-
associated and quiescent subsamples are shown by yellow and blue hatch-
ing and consist of 64 and 42 sources, respectively. The bin size is 0.15 and
0.3 dex, respectively.

where Reff is the effective radius of the clump and a1 and a2 are
corrections for the assumptions of uniform density and spherical
geometry, respectively (Bertoldi & McKee 1992). For aspect ra-
tios less than 2 (which is satisfied by the majority of our sample
of clumps), a2 ∼ 1 and a1 ∼ 1.3. ∆v2

avg is the corrected value of
the measured ammonia (1,1) line width so that it better reflects the
average velocity dispersion of the total column of gas (i.e., Fuller
& Myers 1992):

∆v2
avg = ∆v2

int + 8ln2 ×
kBTkin

mH

'

1
µp
−

1
µNH3

(

, (10)

where ∆vint is the intrinsic line width, kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, Tkin is the kinetic temperature of the gas and µp and µNH3 are
the mean molecular masses of molecular hydrogen and ammonia,
taken as 2.33 and 17, respectively.
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Figure 17. Luminosity distribution for the complete set of the MSF-
associated resolved clumps for which a distance has been determined. This
sample consists of 85 sources. The bin size is 0.3 dex.

3.5.4 RMS luminosities

The bolometric luminosities of all RMS sources have been deter-
mined either from model fits to their spectral energy distributions
(SEDs) or by scaling their MSX 21µm flux (Mottram et al. 2011;
Urquhart et al. 2014b).

The source SEDs for 65 sources were fitted with the Robitaille
et al. (2006) code to estimate their bolometric flux. 21µm fluxes
were used to determine bolometric luminosities for an additional
23 sources. These were scaled by Fbol/F21µm = 26.9 (as determined
by Mottram et al. 2011) to obtain bolometric fluxes. All fluxes were
then combined with their corresponding distances to obtain a value
for their bolometric luminosities. We present the luminosity dis-
tribution for all associated MYSOs and compact H ii regions in
Fig. 17.

3.5.5 Uncertainties in the derived parameters

Most of the distances are kinematic and as such are associated with
an uncertainty of approximately ±1 kpc; this is primarily the due to
affect of streaming motions of the clouds through the spiral arms
causing them to deviate from the rotation models (±7 km s−1; Reid
et al. 2009). This dominates the uncertainties in both distance and
radius measurements and in the worst cases can be as large as
50 per cent, however, for most clumps this will be 25 per cent or
less.

The dust to gas ratio (R), dust absorption coefficient (κµ), ki-
netic temperature and distance all contribute to the uncertainties in
the clump mass and column density measurements. Both the dust
absorption coefficient and dust-to-gas ratio are poorly constrained,
contributing to uncertainties of a few, with the mass and column
density and an error in the kinetic temperature of ±5 K having a
similar impact. The combination of these parameters is probably
only accurate to a factor of a few at best; however, it is worth keep-
ing in mind that although the uncertainties in the absolute values
are large they are likely to affect the sample uniformly and there-
fore the statistical results will not be affected.

The uncertainty in the virial mass is dominated by the error
in the radius and this is likely to be of order 20 per cent. Given the
uncertainties in distance, flux values (20-40 percent) and the scaled

fluxes, the luminosities are probably reliable to within a factor of
2-3.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Correlation between physical parameters

For all of the following analyses we calculate the partial-Spearman
correlation coefficient (rAB,C; Yates et al. 1986; Collins & Mann
1998; Urquhart et al. 2013a) to remove any dependence of the pa-
rameter of interest on distance and thus quantify the effect of the
Malmquist bias. This has the form:

rAB,C =
rAB − rACrBC

!

(1 − r2
AC)(1 − r2

BC)
"1/2 , (11)

where A, B are the parameters for which the correlation is being
sought, and C is the variable on which they depend, and rAB, rAC
and rBC are the Spearman rank correlation coefficients for each pair
of parameters. The significance of the partial rank correlation coef-
ficients is estimated using rAB,C[(N − 3)/(1 − r2

AB,C)]1/2 assuming it
is distributed as Student’s t statistic (see Collins & Mann 1998 for
more details; this is referred to as the p-value). Furthermore, while
including all of the available data in the correlation plots presented
in this section, we make a distinction between the high and low
SNR clumps (i.e., above and below 10σ) and restrict the correla-
tion tests and power-law fits to the former.

4.1.1 Line width relations

Fig. 18 shows the correlation between line widths and size, aver-
age kinetic temperatures and masses for all of the clumps. We find
no significant correlation between the line width and the size of
the clumps, which is rather surprising as we might have expected
the clumps to follow the Larson size-line width relation (i.e., σv
(km s−1) = 1.1×R0.38

clump (pc); Larson 1981). This is perhaps due to the
fact that the ammonia (1,1) transition is not probing the full extent
of the gas but rather is measuring the velocity dispersion of many
smaller cores that are clustered towards the centre of the clumps.
This was also seen in NH3 data compiled from the literature by
Kauffmann et al. (2013) when looking at a similar range of clump
sizes, although the Larson size-line width relation was recovered
when the full size range was fitted (obtained a slope of 0.32 sizes
from 0.01 to several tens of pc). The lack of correlation in our data
may be the result of a lack of dynamic range in the clump sizes (cf
Maud et al. 2015).

There is a strong correlation between the temperature of the
gas and the line width for all of the clumps. Quiescent clumps ap-
pear to be a little cooler and have slightly narrower line widths
than the MSF-associated clumps. All of the clump line widths are
significantly broader than expected from thermal motions, indicat-
ing that non-thermal motions dominate the line widths. The strong
correlation between these two parameters would be consistent with
increased feedback from an embedded source for the MSF clumps.
The quiescent subsample is very similarly distributed but domi-
nates the lower temperature and line-width end of the distribution.
As previously mentioned, many of the quiescent clumps also har-
bour embedded sources that are still in an early stage of their evolu-
tion, and others may also harbour even younger protostellar objects
that do not yet have a mid-infrared counterpart.

There is a moderate correlation between the masses and
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Figure 18. FWHM line width relations: In the upper, middle and lower
panels we present the intrinsic line widths as a function of radius, kinetic
temperature of the gas and clump mass, respectively. The green and red
colours distinguish between the quiescent and MSF clumps with the filled
and open circles identify clumps above and below 10σ, respectively. The
dashed-dotted lines show the results of a power-law fit to the data. The
long-dashed lines shown on the upper and lower panels shows the expected
size-line width and mass-line width relationships derived by Larson 1981;
note that these have been scaled by 2.355 to obtain comparable FWHM line
width values. The long-dashed line shown in the middle panel indicates the
line width expected from purely thermal motions. Towards the bottom right
corner of each plot we give the partial-Spearman correlation coefficient and
corresponding p-values, and slope and associated error obtained from the
power-law fit.

line widths of the clumps, and although the line widths are
a factor of a few lower than predicted by Larson (1981), the
slope of the distribution is consistent with that study (i.e.,
σv (km s−1) = 0.42 × M0.2

clump M⊙). Again, we do not find any signif-
icant difference between the distributions of the MSF and quiescent
clumps.

The fact that the line-width, radius and clump mass are
broadly consistent with the Larson relation combined with the lack
of difference between the MSF and quiescent samples would sug-
gest that feedback from the embedded massive stars not having a
significant impact on the dynamics of the clumps. However, there
is significant evidence for localised increases in the line-widths and
temperatures towards the centres of the MSF clumps, which are co-
incident with the positions of the embedded objects and so there is
good reason to suspect that feedback is playing an important role
but that this is not having a significant impact on the overall prop-
erties of their host clumps.

4.1.2 Luminosity, mass and size relations

In Fig. 19 we present a mixture of plots comparing the bolometric
luminosity with clump mass, temperature, and line width. Lumi-
nosities are only available for the RMS sources, and so the quies-
cent clumps are not included in these plots. It is clear that there is
a strong correlation between luminosity and all of these parame-
ters. There are some slight differences with the correlation values
presented in Paper I; however, improvements in distances and SED
fitting and the smaller sample size are likely to account for these.
Furthermore, we are using a partial-Spearman correlation test to
remove the dependence on distance, which was not used in the pre-
vious analysis.

In previous sections we have reported that the centres of
clumps associated with embedded RMS sources are significantly
warmer than the quiescent clumps and show a temperature gradi-
ent between the inner and outer envelopes. The strong correlation
between the luminosity and temperature extends this relationship,
and links the temperature directly to radiative feedback from the
embedded object. It is tempting to link the moderate correlation
between the line width and luminosity to feedback from the em-
bedded object as well, but there is also a strong correlation be-
tween the clump mass and luminosity (as described below), and
in the previous section we found that the line widths are correlated
to the clump mass and follow the expected line width-mass rela-
tionship. It is therefore not clear to what extent feedback is respon-
sible for the non-thermal line width, and what is inherent from the
pre-stellar mass. This ambiguity seems contrary to the structured
enhancements in the line width we see in the distribution maps, but
perhaps this is a result of emission peaking farther from the clump
centres and having a more local impact, which is diminished in the
global analysis being presented here.

In the lower panel of Fig. 19 we show the clump mass-
luminosity relation. There is a strong correlation between these
parameters, and the correlation coefficient is very similar to the
value reported from previous RMS studies (Urquhart et al. 2013b,
2014c). The correlation between clump mass and the bolometric
luminosity of the embedded cluster is likely to be the result of a
fairly uniform initial mass function (Salpeter 1955) and a limited
range of star formation efficiencies (10-30 per cent; Johnston et al.
2009; Lada et al. 2003). The value of the slope obtained from the
power-law fit to the mass-luminosity data is in excellent agreement
with the value obtained by Urquhart et al. (2014c).

In Fig. 20 we present the mass-size distribution of the whole
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Figure 19. Plots showing the relationships between the bolometric lumi-
nosities and line-width, kinetic temperatures and clump mass are presented
in the upper, middle and lower panels, respectively. The filled and open cir-
cles identify clumps above and below 10σ, respectively. The dashed-dotted
lines show the results of a power-law fit to the data. Note that luminosi-
ties are only available for the MSF clumps. Towards the bottom right cor-
ner of each plot we give the partial-Spearman correlation coefficient and
corresponding p-values, and slope and associated error obtained from the
power-law fit.

Figure 20. Mass-size diagram showing the relationships of these parame-
ters for the MSF and quiescent samples; these are shown as red and green
circles, respectively. This diagram has been adapted from the a similar plot
presented by Pillai et al. (2015) to study the ability of magnetic fields to
support clumps, i.e., equilibrium models with magnetic support; these are
indicated by the dotted lines. The grey shaded area indicates the region of
parameter space where column densities are too low for molecular hydro-
gen to form, while the yellow shaded and unshaded areas cover the regions
where low-mass and high-mass star is thought to dominate, respectively.
The partial-Spearman correlation coefficient is 0.67 (p-values ∼ 10−7) and
slope obtained from the power-law fit is 1.90±0.12.

sample of clumps. The value obtained for the slope of the mass-
radius relation is a little steeper than that found by Urquhart et al.
(2014c) but is consistent within the uncertainty. The previous study
covered larger ranges of clump masses and radii, particularly in-
cluding larger and more massive objects. Inspection of their Fig. 25
suggests evidence of a slight turnover in the power-law for clumps
larger than 1 pc. The difference in the derived slopes may indi-
cate that the mass-size relationship is stronger for clumps than for
small clouds, where 0.15 pc < Rclump < 1.25 pc and 1.25 pc < Rcloud
(Bergin & Tafalla 2007).

4.1.3 Gravitational stability

In Section 3.5.2 and Section 3.5.3 we derived both the clump
masses and their corresponding virial masses. The ratio of these
two masses can be used to determine the stability of these clumps,
and we hereby define the virial parameter as:

α =
Mvir

Mclump
(12)

The critical virial parameter (αcr) for an isothermal sphere that
is in hydrostatic equilibrium (i.e., a Bonnor-Ebert sphere; Ebert
1955; Bonnor 1956) that is not supported by a magnetic field is αcr
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Figure 21. Virial ratio (α) as a function of clump mass (Mclump) is shown
for the two subsamples. The solid and dash-dotted lines indicate the critical
values of α for an isothermal sphere in hydrostatic equilibrium with (α = 2)
and without magnetic support (α = 1), respectively. The light grey shad-
ing indicates the parameter space where clumps are unstable and likely to
be collapsing without additional support from a strong magnetic field. The
green and red colours distinguish between the quiescent and MSF clumps
with the filled and open circles identify clumps above and below 10σ, re-
spectively. The dashed-dot magenta line shows the results of power law fits
to all sources above 10σ.

= 2 (Kauffmann et al. 2013). Clumps with values of alpha above αcr
are subcritical, and will expand unless pressure-confined by their
local environment. Conversely, clumps with values below αcr are
supercritical: they are gravitationally unstable and likely to be in a
state of global collapse unless supported by a strong magnetic field.
The virial ratio can therefore provide a useful estimate of a partic-
ular clump’s overall stability, and can provide a good indication of
the stability of the population as a whole.

In Fig. 21 we plot the virial ratio versus the clump mass for
100 sources for which we are able to determine a distance and es-
timate the total clump mass. The distribution of the whole sam-
ple reveals a strong trend for decreasing values of α with increas-
ing clump masses. This suggests that the most massive clumps are
also the least gravitationally stable. There is a higher density of
the RMS-associated clumps found towards the higher clump mass,
although both quiescent and RMS-associated subsamples appear
to form a continuous distribution. There is a strong correlation
(rAB,C = 0.58, p-value ≪ 0.0001) between clump mass and the
virial parameter. A power law fit to the whole sample has a slope
of −0.63 ± 0.06, and although a slightly steeper slope was found
for the RMS-associated subsample and a slightly steeper slope was
found for the quiescent subsample, these slopes are not found to be
significantly different. The slope of the whole distribution is simi-
lar to values determined from other massive star formation studies
in the literature (e.g., Sridharan et al. 2002; Wienen et al. 2012;
Kauffmann et al. 2013). This trend for decreasing virial ratios with
increasing clump mass may explain the apparent lack of any very
massive pre-stellar clumps outside the Galactic centre (Ginsburg
et al. 2012; Tackenberg et al. 2012).

It is clear from this plot that the vast majority of both the qui-
escent and star forming clumps have virial parameters below the
critical value and are likely to be unstable against gravity. How-

ever, a recent study of two massive IRDCs (G11.11−0.12 and
G0.253+0.016; Pillai et al. 2015) has found that the magnetic fields
are strong enough to support these clouds against collapse.9 They
measured a magnetic field strength of 267±26 µG for G11.11−0.12,
and if this was proved to be typical for massive clumps, then
it would be sufficient to support them against gravitational col-
lapse. This is nicely illustrated in Fig. 20 where a magnetic field of
∼300 µG is sufficient to support the majority of clumps in our sam-
ple. This is based on a very small sample and the magnetic fields
need to be measured for many more clumps before we can deter-
mine whether field strengths of hundreds of µG are indeed typical.
However, even if the magnetic fields were able to globally support
the clouds we know that smaller regions must be collapsing as most
clumps are actively forming massive stars.

It is interesting to note that we find that no massive clumps
towards the upper right region of Fig. 21. This is where we might
expect to find massive quiescent clumps that will go on to form
the next generation of massive clusters. This could indicate that the
clumps form very rapidly and start forming stars very quickly af-
ter their formation. This is consistent with the results reported by
Kauffmann et al. (2013) from a comprehensive analysis of studies
available in the literature. However, this may also be due to a sen-
sitivity issue that we are not able to detect the massive clumps until
they have condensed down and taken their place on the observed
distribution.

4.1.4 MSF vs quiescent clumps

In the previous sections we have compared the properties of the
MSF and quiescent clumps, and have found few significant differ-
ences between the two samples. Although not explicitly mentioned,
we looked for differences between the aspect ratios, orientation
with respect to the Galactic mid-plane and Y-factor (see Sect. 2.2)
but failed to find anything significant. This is in contrast to the dif-
ferences in the aspect ratio and Y-factor reported by Urquhart et al.
(2014c) from a comparison of MSF and quiescent clumps iden-
tified by the ATLASGAL survey, which found that MSF clumps
tended to be significantly more centrally condensed and spherical
in shape. However, that comparison was based on the whole inner
Galaxy population of dense clumps while the clumps included in
the sample presented here are biased towards active massive star
forming regions.

We have also found no significant difference between the
clump masses, surface density and column densities of the two sub-
samples, although we note that these quantities are generally lower
for the quiescent clumps. Furthermore, there are no differences in
the correlations or relationships between different parameters we
have examined in the previous sections. In fact, the only signifi-
cant differences we have found between the two samples is that the
MSF clumps are warmer and have larger line widths than the qui-
escent clumps. Both of these parameters peak towards the centre of
the MSF clumps and are approximately coincident with the posi-
tion of the embedded massive star, and are consistent with stellar
feedback.

The similarities between these two samples suggests that they
are likely to be part of the same parent population. In cases where
both quiescent and MSF clumps are present in the same field it
seems likely that they would have formed at a similar time and

9 G11.11−0.12 is part of the same IRDC filament as the source we identify
in this paper as G010.990−00.083.
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have similar initial conditions. We also note that in these fields
it is always the most massive and unstable clump that is host to
the embedded source. The similarity of surface densities between
both samples implies that they also have similar volume densities
and therefore similar free-fall collapse time scales. Although most
clumps are unstable, the quiescent clumps have noticeably higher
virial parameters and so may be more resistant to collapse in the
presence of additional support mechanisms such as magnetic fields
(e.g., Pillai et al. 2015).

The properties of the quiescent sample of clumps and their
similarities to the MSF clumps suggests they may be in a pre-stellar
state and an ideal sample of pristine clumps with which to study the
initial conditions for massive star formation (cf the radio-loud and
radio-quiet clumps in Thompson et al. 2006).

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have used the K-band Focal Plane Array (KFPA) on the GBT
to map the ammonia (1,1) and (2,2) inversion transition emission
towards 66 massive star forming regions. We have identified 115
distinct clumps: we classify 21 of these with aspect ratios >1.8 as
filaments while the rest can be described being roughly spherical in
morphology. The column density distributions are strongly peaked
towards the centre of the clumps and decrease towards the edges.
The beam filling factors are significantly lower than unity indicat-
ing the presence of a clumpy substructure that is similarly concen-
trated towards the centre of the clumps. The majority of clumps
appear to be so centrally concentrated. We find that the semi-major
axis of the entire sample of clumps are preferentially aligned par-
allel to the Galactic mid-plane.

We find that 71 of the clumps are associated with embedded
MYSOs and compact H ii regions identified by the RMS survey. We
refer to these as massive star forming clumps and the remaining 44
clumps as quiescent. We compare the properties of both subsam-
ples as well and the properties of the inner and outer envelopes. The
MSF clumps are warmer, have marginally broader line widths and
slightly lower pressure ratios than the quiescent clumps. The central
regions of the MSF clumps also appear to be warmer and more tur-
bulent than their outer envelopes, while the quiescent clumps show
no evidence of a temperature or line width gradient across them. We
also find the abundance ratio is fairly uniform for all clumps with
no significant variations between the inner and outer envelopes.

Although the density structure of the MSF and quiescent
clumps are similar, the MSF clumps are typically most massive and
have significantly higher peak column densities. We find that all
of the clumps are unstable against gravitational collapse; however,
those already associated with massive star formation also appear to
be the most unstable. Given that all of the clumps are located in
massive star forming regions, where the initial conditions and en-
vironment are likely similar, we might expect the clumps that form
in these regions to have broadly similar properties. This sample of
quiescent clumps may therefore represent a potentially useful sam-
ple of massive clumps that are currently in a pre-stellar stage that
can be used to determine the initial conditions of the gas and thus
identify subtle evolutionary changes in the gas properties.
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